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Abstract: Imaging single fluorescent proteins in a live cell is a challenging 
task because of the strong cellular autofluorescence. Autofluorescence can be 
minimized by reducing fluorescence excitation volume. Total internal 
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy has been routinely used to reduce 
excitation volume and detect single protein molecules in or close to cell 
membrane. However, the limited penetration depth of evanescent field 
excludes imaging of single fluorescent proteins that reside deep inside a 
eukaryotic cell. Here we report detection of single fluorescent proteins inside 
eukaryotic cells by two-photon fluorescence (TPF) microscopy. TPF has an 
excitation volume less than 0.1 femtoliter (fL). Cell autofluorescence under 
TPF is low and thus enables us to detect single enhanced green fluorescent 
proteins (EGFP) and single monomeric teal fluorescent proteins (mTFP1.0) 
that reside several microns deep inside the cell. Discrete stepwise 
photobleaching of TPF was observed for both proteins inside the  cell. 
Quantitative analysis of single-molecule fluorescence trajectories show that 
mTFP1.0 is about twofold brighter than EGFP, while its fluorescence on-time 
before bleaching is about 10 fold shorter. These findings demonstrate the 
sensitivity of TPF for imaging of eukaryotic cells at single-molecule level 
and will be useful for measurement of protein stoichiometry inside the cell. 
© 2012 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes:  (190.4180) Multiphoton processes; (170.1530) Cell analysis; (170.2520) 
Fluorescence microscopy. 
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1. Introduction 
Fluorescence imaging at single-molecule level has become increasingly important in 
biophysical and cell biological studies [1]. The ability to visualize single molecules in real time 
allows direct observation of intermediate states that are often hidden in ensemble experiments 
[2]. The detection of these intermediates is often crucial in understanding these processes at 
molecular level [3]. To visualize single molecules in live cells, specific fluorophore labeling is 
required. Among the different types of fluorophores, green fluorescent protein (GFP) and its 
derivatives [4] can achieve high specificity of labeling through construction of fusion proteins 
with the target protein. The fusion protein usually has low perturbation to cell physiology and 
thus is a great choice for single-molecule detection in live cells. To image fluorescent proteins 
(FP) in a live cell at single-molecule level, it is essential to distinguish single FP fluorescence 
from the cell autofluorescence background. One strategy among others is to reduce the 
excitation volume. Several different imaging methods fall into this category, including TIRF 
[5], light sheet microscopy [6–8] and TPF [9,10]. Among these, TIRF uses the evanescent field 
to illuminate only a few hundred nanometers beyond interface and has been widely used to 
study plasma membrane and associated proteins at single-molecule level [11]. Recently, TIRF 
detection of single molecules has been widely used to measure stoichiometry of proteins in 
plasma membrane [12–16]. However, due to its limited penetration depth, TIRF is not feasible 
for imaging of fluorescent proteins that reside deep (>200 nm) inside the cell. To achieve 
single-molecule sensitivity inside eukaryotic cells that have larger cell body compared to 
bacterium, either light sheet microscopy or TPF is needed to suppress autofluorescence 
background. Recently, imaging of thick samples at single-molecule level using light sheet 
microscopy has been demonstrated [6–8]. However, to the best of our knowledge, TPF imaging 
of mammalian cells at single-molecule level has not been reported. 
TPF involves the simultaneous absorption of two photons, the combined energy of which is 
sufficient to bring the fluorophore to an excited electronic state [17]. The probability for 
two-photon excitation is proportional to the square of photon density. Consequently TPF occurs 
most strongly near the optical focus within a limited volume of less than a femtoliter [18]. Due 
to the small localized excitation volume, both background fluorescence and photo damage are 
significantly reduced [9,19]. Thus, TPF has the great potential to achieve single-molecule 
detection in a live cell. Moreover, as TPF usually uses infrared laser for excitation, scattering 
and absorption are reduced compared to visible wavelength. It is therefore able to image thick 
samples with a good penetration depth [20–23]. As the excitation and emission wavelengths are 
well separated in TPF spectrum, background excitation light can be effectively removed by 
optical filters, which leads to a high signal to noise ratio. Due to the intrinsic three-dimensional 
(3D) resolution, there is no need for confocal aperture in the detection path, which increases the 
detection efficiency up to 20 fold [24] and greatly simplifies the alignment of optics [25]. 
Recently we have demonstrated optical detection of single GFP molecules using 
continuous-wave (CW) excitation of two-photon fluorescence [26]. We showed that EGFP that 
were immobilized on a coverslip surface could be detected at single-molecule level using TPF 
excited by a CW laser at 830 nm. Here we further test the possibility of single FP detection 
inside mammalian cells through TPF. Our results show that under TPF excitation, cell 
autofluorescence is low enough to permit detection of single FP molecules inside the cell. Both 
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photobleaching trajectories. We measured the on-time of single FPs before photobleaching. 
These results will be useful for future application of TPF in imaging of eukaryotic cells at 
single-molecule level. 
2. Material and methods 
2.1 Production of FP-labeled mammalian cells 
To produce fluorescent cells for TPF imaging, we used two different methods. First, for cells 
that are difficult to transfect using conventional methods, we produced fluorescent cells by 
staining with FP solution after fixation of the cell using formaldehyde. We applied this method 
to sup-T1 cell, which is a human T cell line derived from a patient with T cell lymphoma [27]. 
Sup-T1 cells were cultured as suspension in RPMI 1640 with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). 
When cells reached a density of ~10
6 cells/mL, we collected the cells by centrifugation and 
fixed them in 4% formaldehyde solution for 15 min at room temperature. Cells were then 
washed once with PBS and resuspended in 0.5% Tween 20 solution to make cell membrane 
permeable. After incubation at room temperature for 30 min, cells were washed extensively and 
then  resuspended  in  100  μL  PBS  solution  that  contains  0.3 μM  either  EGFP (BioVision, 
Mountain View, CA) or mTFP1.0 (Allele Biotechnology, San Diego, CA). This staining 
process was carried out at room temperature for 2 hours with gently shaking, during which FPs 
spontaneously diffused into the interior of the fixed cells. The stained cells were then fixed one 
more time with 4% formaldehyde solution for 15 min to immobilize the FP, washed and 
resuspended  in  50  μL  PBS  for  TPF  imaging.  Second,  for  cells  that  can  be  conveniently 
transfected with plasmids, we use transfection to introduce FP labels. 293T cells were cultured 
in complete medium (90% Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) + 10% FBS) on a 
12-well plate, and transiently transfected with a plasmid encoding EGFP-Vpr fusion protein 
[28] using calcium phosphate method. At 40 hours post transfection, medium was removed. 
Cells were washed gently with Dulbecco's Phosphate-Buffered Saline (DPBS), and detached 
from surface using Trypsin-EDTA. At 2 min after trypsin digestion, complete medium was 
added to stop the reaction. Cells were collected by centrifuge, washed once with 
Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) and then fixed in 4% formaldehyde solution at room 
temperature for 15 min to immobilize the proteins inside the cell. After fixation, cells were 
washed once and finally resuspended in PBS for TPF imaging. 
2.2 Cell immobilization on coverslip surface 
The fixed cells were injected into a home-made microfluidic chamber (Fig. 1(a)) for TPF 
imaging. To facilitate the imaging of single FPs and multiple data collection, the injected cells  
 
Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup for single-molecule TPF imaging. Cells were immobilized onto 
the inner surface of the microfluidic chamber. The laser focus was positioned inside the cell. 
Lateral scanning of the chamber driven by a 3D motion stage (ESP300, Newport) allows 
searching of EGFP molecules inside the cell. (b) Sup-T1 cells attached non-specifically onto the 
coverslip surface. 
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of the incubation, multiple cells settled onto the coverslip surface by gravity and become 
immobilized non-specifically on the surface (Fig. 1(b)). We then install the chamber onto the 
microscope stage and start TPF imaging. The back objective in Fig. 1(a) is used to collect 
excitation laser for power measurement to ensure consistent laser power throughout imaging 
studies. 
2.3 TPF imaging of single molecules inside fluorescent cells 
Home-built optical tweezers [29] were used for TPF imaging with a CW tapered amplifier 
diode laser at 830 nm. We engaged the chamber to the front objective of optical tweezers, and 
adjusted the chamber axial position so that the laser focus falls inside the cell (Fig. 1(a)). We 
then scan the chamber laterally through a 3D motion controller (ESP300, Newport) to search 
for individual EGFP molecules and simultaneously use an EMCCD camera (Evolve, 
Photometrics) to collect the emitted fluorescence photons with an exposure time of 1 s. To 
optimize fluorescence readout on the camera from a single molecule, we defined a series of 
overlapping ROIs (regions of interest) to collect fluorescence photons in parallel. Each ROI has 
the same size of 5 pixels (1pixel = 270 nm × 270 nm) but differs in their locations by 1 pixel 
along x or y axis. The ROI with maximum fluorescence value was used for the subsequent 
measurement of that single molecule. 
For all the imaging experiments, laser power was maintained at a stable level of 130.8 mW 
and exposure time was kept at 1 s unless otherwise noted. We used a custom-written Matlab 
program to analyze the fluorescence traces in terms of steps and dwells using a student t-test 
that was described previously [30]. From this analysis, fluorescence intensity and the on-time 
before photobleaching were obtained. 
2.4 Fluorescence intensity as a function of excitation laser power 
The details of this method have been described previously [26]. Briefly, we gradually decreased 
the laser power, and meanwhile recorded the fluorescence intensity from highly fluorescent 
spots within a transfected 293T cell using EMCCD. For TPF, fluorescence intensity has a 
quadratic dependence on excitation laser power. Therefore by fitting the logarithm of 
fluorescence intensity versus the logarithm of the laser power, the slope value indicates the 
number of photons absorbed to excite the fluorescence. 
2.5 Simulation of single-molecule TPF bleaching trajectories with defined signal to noise ratio 
Not every TPF trajectory we obtained showed photobleaching transitions that were close to 
ideal single molecules: some trajectories showed a slope transition instead of a clean and 
instantaneous off signal, the black trace in Fig. 3(a) below, for example. To better understand 
this phenomenon, we conducted simulation in Matlab. First, we created an ideal trace with an 
intensity value that was constant at 65 during the first 30 s and then dropped to 10 
instantaneously due to photobleaching. The fluorescence intensity stayed at 10 thereafter. The 
experimental measurement of this process is always embedded with noise. To simulate the 
experimental trajectories, we created random Gaussian noise centered at 0, with a standard 
deviation (SD) of 15, and added this noise to the ideal trace. This standard deviation was chosen 
based on the experimentally observed noise in fluorescence intensities within a flat region. This 
process was repeated one hundred times and the resulting trajectories were compared to 
experimental data. 
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To better understand the distribution of the single-molecule fluorescence intensity from our 
measurements (Fig. 4(a) below), we conducted Monte Carlo simulations. The fluorescence 
intensity of a single molecule will depend on the location of the molecule within the excitation 
point spread function (PSF). We used a Gaussian function to approximate the shape of the PSF 
and simulated the TPF intensity F as follows, 
22 exp( / ) xy FA rω = − , where r is the radial 
distance of the single molecule away from center of the PSF, ωxy is the 1/e width of the lateral 
intensity-squared profile [18], and A corresponds to the maximum fluorescence intensity when 
the molecule is located right at the center of the PSF. Under our excitation condition, ωxy is 
estimated to be 160 nm [18]. We generated random values of r and calculated the fluorescence 
intensity F using Matlab. The F value can be regarded as the theoretical intensity of a single 
molecule. In reality however, there is always uncertainty derived from repeated measurements. 
We assumed a Gaussian distribution with a width d for this uncertainty. The resulting 
fluorescence value Fr was approximated as follows:  (0,1) r F F dR = +⋅ , where R(0,1) is a 
normally-distributed random number with mean at zero and standard deviation of 1. This 
random sampling was repeated to generate a total of 100,000 fluorescence values, which were 
further used to construct the histograms of fluorescence intensity (Fig. 6 below). Because it is 
difficult to assess the value of d from experiments due to the uncertainty in both molecular 
location and measurement errors, we systematically tested the effect of d on the resulting 
distributions of fluorescence intensities. We found that a d value from 5 to 10 can give rise to a 
centered peak distribution, which was close to the distribution we observed experimentally. 
When constructing the intensity histogram, we also set a threshold of 25 for detectable signal. 
Simulated intensity values lower than 25 were not counted in the histograms in order to account 
for the effect of experimental noise. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Cell autofluorescence 
To detect FP at single-molecule level inside mammalian cells, it is essential that the 
autofluorescence background from the cell content is lower than the fluorescence intensity from 
a single FP molecule under the same illumination conditions. Cellular autofluorescence is 
mainly contributed by metabolites and certain structural components inside the cell [31]. Its 
spectrum is usually quite broad, and overlaps the emission wavelength of GFP and its 
derivatives. To examine the cell autofluorescence under TPF conditions, we fixed 
freshly-cultured sup-T1 cells with formaldehyde and measured its autofluorescence by 
scanning laser focus throughout the entire cell. The results are shown in Fig. 2(a) as 
fluorescence intensity values along a single dimension of laser scanning. To compare cell 
autofluorescence with that of the solution background, each one-dimensional scan starts and 
ends with regions outside of a cell. The rough locations of cell boundaries are noted by arrows, 
which were indicated by bright field images of the cell being scanned. It is clear that the cell 
autofluorescence under TPF excitation is only minimally higher than the solution background, 
with an average intensity value of 10 across the entire cell. We have repeated this measurement 
for different sup-T1 cells and at different locations within the cell. The results are quantitatively 
similar, with an average TPF intensity of 10 within a single cell. However, the level of cell 
autofluorescence appears to depend on the cell-line studied, as the same measurement for 293T 
cells yielded an average fluorescence intensity of 30 compared to background. Of note, the 
autofluorescence background of a given location within a fixed cell increases very slowly with 
time. For example, the level of autofluorescence at a given location within a fixed sup-T1 cell 
increased to 37 (average from 7 independent measurements) after 10 min of constant laser  
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Fig. 2. (a) Three independent repeats of cell autofluorescence recorded during one-dimensional 
scanning of the laser focus across a fixed sup-T1 cell. Cell boundaries were marked by arrows. 
The gray traces were raw data at 50 nm step size while the red traces were boxcar averaged and 
decimated with a window size of 10. Traces were shifted along y-axis for clarity of display. (b) 
Under constant laser illumination, the autofluorescence from a single spot within a fixed sup-T1 
cells increases very slowly with time. The gray traces were raw data at 1 Hz while the red traces 
were boxcar averaged and decimated with a window size of 10. Traces were shifted along y-axis 
for clarity of display. 
illumination (Fig. 2(b)). This increasing trend is reproducible across different locations within a 
fixed sup-T1 or 293T cell. In contrast, the autofluorescence level for unfixed live cells does not 
show this time-dependence. 
3.2 Single EGFP detection inside mammalian cells 
To test the possibility of single FP detection within a mammalian cell using TPF, we produced 
fluorescent cells by either staining of fixed sup-T1 cells or transfection of 293T cells with 
EGFP-expressing plasmid. Sup-T1 cells are difficult to be transfected. Staining of the fixed 
cells bypasses the transfection step to achieve non-specific FP labeling. We found that the entire 
cell body could be stained by FP and the interior concentrations of FP could be easily 
controlled. Upon incubating these stained cells inside the microfluidic chamber, we focused the 
laser beam at the interior of the cell (Fig. 1(a)) and recorded fluorescence intensity over time at 
each focal spot. Figure 3 shows representative fluorescence trajectories from stained sup-T1 
cells. In 70% cases, the fluorescence intensity stayed at a relatively constant value, and then 
bleached (Fig. 3(a)), which is the characteristic of the fluorescence emission from a single 
molecule followed by subsequent photobleaching [32,33]. Less frequently (30%), the 
fluorescence intensity underwent two (Fig. 3(b), (c)) steps of decrease before it bleached 
completely. Such fluorescence signals were never observed for unstained sup-T1 cells, 
suggesting that these fluorescence signals resulted from EGFP. 
The caveat in imaging single EGFP molecules inside sup-T1 cells is that EGFP labels were 
introduced into the cells in a destructive manner: the cells were treated with detergent to allow 
EGFP diffuse to the interior of the cell. To test our ability of imaging single FPs within a cell 
close to biological conditions, we transfected 293T cells with EGFP-expressing plasmid, fixed 
the cells with formaldehyde and conducted imaging experiments. By doing so, the EGFP labels 
were introduced into cells through genetic expression, a condition that was extensively used in 
biological fluorescence imaging experiments. Upon expression, the EGFP molecules were 
distributed in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus [29], and thus provided a convenient marker  
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Fig. 3. Representative photobleaching trajectories recorded from EGFP inside sup-T1 and 293T 
cells.  Experimental traces are shown together with corresponding traces simulated with a 
custom-written Matlab program. (a) Single-step photobleaching in supT-1 cells. Traces are 
arbitrarily shifted along y axis for clarity of display. (b, c) Two-step photobleaching in supT-1 
cells. (d) Single-step photobleaching in 293T cells. Traces are arbitrarily shifted along y axis for 
clarity of display. (e, f) Two-step photobleaching in 293T cells. 
for testing intracellular imaging. Indeed, EGFP molecules can be imaged inside 293T cells at 
single-molecule resolution, which was indicated by the stepwise photobleaching trajectories 
(Fig. 3(d)-(f)). These traces were collected in regions of low fluorescence intensity, so that 
single molecule can be clearly discerned. 
3.3 Analysis of fluorescence intensity and dwell time 
To quantitate these fluorescence signals collected from the interior of sup-T1 cells, we used a 
t-test analysis similar to previous methods [34] to automatically detect steps in these time 
trajectories of fluorescence, and obtained the histograms of fluorescence intensity and the 
on-time of fluorescence before photobleaching [26]. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the histogram of 
fluorescence intensity (results from 88 traces) shows a peaked distribution, which can be well 
described by a Gaussian function, with peak centered at 54.5 ± 1.0. This value is identical 
within error to the average TPF intensity of a single EGFP immobilized on coverslip surface, 
which is 55.0 ± 15.0 (20 traces) collected under identical instrument conditions. After 
consideration of our system collection efficiency (9%), this intensity value for a single EGPF  
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Fig. 4. Statistics of single EGFP fluorescence inside sup-T1 cell. (a) Histogram of fluorescence 
intensity (bin size of 12 a.u.). The black curve is fitted by a Gaussian function. (b) Histogram of 
fluorescence on-time before photobleaching (bin size of 20 s). The black curve is fitted by a 
single exponential decay. 
molecule converts to ~9900 photons per second. Using the method developed by Schuck et al. 
[35], we further calculated the TPF cross section δ for EGFPs at 830 nm. Using a quantum yield 
of 0.76 for EGFP [36], this calculation yielded a δ value of 20.4 GM, which compared well with 
the recent report of 18.5 GM by Drobizhev et al. [36]. 
Figure 4(b)  shows the  distribution of the fluorescence on-time before photobleaching. 
Nonlinear least squares analysis shows that the data was best described by single exponential 
decay, with a time constant of 52.7 ± 5.2 s. This relaxation time constant is also identical within 
error to that of single EGFP on coverslip surface [26]. These results suggest that we can resolve 
the fluorescence of a single EGFP molecule inside sup-T1 cell. Each staircase in the 
fluorescence trajectories represents photobleaching of a single EGFP molecule. The time to 
photobleaching for individual EGFP molecules was dominated by a single rate-limiting event, 
in agreement with previous report [26,37]. About 5.2 × 10
5 photons were emitted by a single 
EGFP before photobleaching. Of note, the intensity value we reported here for a single EGFP is 
67% higher than the value we reported previously for single EGFP on coverslip surface [26]. 
This difference is due to the optimization of ROI locations in current measurements (Materials 
and Methods), where a ROI that captured the maximum fluorescence intensity was used to 
record fluorescence. 
3.4 Simulation of single-molecule TPF bleaching trajectories with defined signal to noise ratio 
An ideal single-molecule photobleaching is expected to be a clean and discrete transition. 
However, ~10% of our traces collected show transitions with a slope (the black trace in Fig. 3(a)  
 
Fig. 5. Simulation of single-molecule bleaching trajectories. For an ideal transition that occurs at 
30 s, ~90% traces show clear transitions in the presence of Gaussian noise, as shown in (a), while 
~10% traces show transitions with a slope as shown in (b), which is similar to the black trace in 
Fig. 3(a). 
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have for these single-molecule measurements. The intensity of a single EGFP is around 54.5. 
The noise as we determined from fluorescence trajectories has a Gaussian distribution with a 
standard deviation ~15 (average from 7 traces). Thus, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) as we have 
for a single EGFP is ~3.6. To better understand these fluorescence trajectories, we thus 
simulated the single-molecule TPF bleaching trajectories with a defined S/N. As shown in Fig. 
5, ~90% traces show clean steps (Fig. 5(a)) while ~10% show certain amount of delay (Fig. 
5(b)). This simulation result is quantitatively consistent with our experimental observations and 
thus suggests that the delayed transitions in our traces may result from the limited S/N in these 
experiments. 
3.5 Simulation of single-molecule TPF intensity distribution 
 
Fig. 6. (a) The TPF excitation volume has a Gaussian profile. ‘r’ marks the radial distance of a 
fluorophore away from the center of the laser focus. (b) TPF intensity distribution in the absence 
of measurement noise for EGFP molecules that are randomly located within the excitation 
volume. (c) In the presence of uncertainties from repeated measurements (d = 10), the 
asymmetric distribution in (b) changes to become a Gaussian distribution, with peak centered 
around 50. (d) Increase in the experimental uncertainty d shifts the mean of the Gaussian profile 
to lower values (d value increases in the order: cyan 5, blue 5.5, green 6.2, red 7.1 and black10). 
To better understand the shape of the fluorescence intensity distributions as we obtained in Fig. 
4(a), we conducted Monte Carlo simulations. In the absence of measurement noise, the 
theoretical distribution of TPF intensity follows an asymmetric peak distribution (Fig. 6(b)), 
which is due to random distribution of single molecules within the TPF excitation volume. 
However, when we introduce uncertainties in the TPF intensity due to experimental 
measurement, this distribution becomes close to Gaussian (Fig. 6(c)), which corresponds to 
what we observed experimentally (Fig. 4(a)). With increasing measurement uncertainty d, the 
distribution shifts to Gaussian with lower peak values (Fig. 6(d)). These results suggest that the 
intensity distribution as we observed for single EGFP is a direct consequence of random 
locations of the molecules within the TPF excitation volume and experimental errors. 
Moreover, they also suggest that the maximum TPF intensity for a single molecule of EGFP is 
higher than the Gaussian peak value, which should be taken into account when estimating the 
brightness of the molecule. 
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Fig. 7. Measurement of molecule depth inside a stained sup-T1 cell. (a) Cartoon representation of 
the experimental method. (b-e) Four independent examples of single EGFP molecules identified 
from these measurements. For each example, the stepwise bleaching of the single molecule TPF 
trajectory is shown on the left. The bright field image of the cell is shown in the middle, which 
also corresponds to the z-plane at which the single-molecule TPF signal was collected. The 
blurred cell images on the right shows the cell images after the chamber was moved away from 
the objective by a distance z so that the laser focus fell on the edge of the cell. Red star marks the 
position of the laser focus. The scale bar is 5 micron. 
The advantage of TPF as compared to TIRF is the ability to penetrate deep samples due to 
intrinsic 3D resolution [20–23], which makes it possible to image single molecules deep inside 
a mammalian cell. To quantitate the depth of the single EGFP molecules that we can image, we 
conducted the following experiments: we scanned the laser focus within a stained sup-T1 cell; 
once a single EGFP molecule was identified through recording of stepwise photobleaching, we 
moved the microfluidic chamber in -z direction (Fig. 1(a)) until the cell boundary hit the laser 
focus. The TPF signal at this point drops to background and the distance that the chamber has 
travelled measures the depth of the single EGFP molecule (Fig. 7(a)). 
Using this method, we have detected single EGFP molecules that were located at different 
depth within a sup-T1 cell, which are 8.1μm (Fig. 7(b)), 4.7 μm (Fig. 7(c)), 7.1 μm (Fig. 7(d)), 
and 6 μm (Fig. 7(e)), respectively. These results confirmed that indeed we could detect a single 
FP molecule deep inside a mammalian cell. 
3.7 Fluorescence intensity as a function of excitation laser power 
One would expect a quadratic dependence of fluorescence intensity on laser power if TPF 
occurs. To confirm that the fluorescence that we detected from EGFP molecules within 293T 
cells indeed resulted from TPF, we measured EGFP fluorescence intensity as a function of the 
excitation laser power. This measurement was done by focusing the laser on highly fluorescent 
spots inside the 293T cell, and measured the fluorescence intensity of EGFP as a function of 
laser power and plotted them on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 8. These plots from different spots 
within the cell are all well described by a linear relationship, with an average slope of 2.1, which 
confirmed that the fluorescence we detected from EGFP molecules indeed resulted from TPF. 
The slight deviation of this value from the theoretical slope of 2 can be explained by the fact of  
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Fig. 8. EGFP fluorescence intensity as a function of laser power. Different symbols represent 
measurements from different spots within a 293T cell. Straight lines show linear fits in a double 
logarithmic scale, which give an average slope of 2.10 ± 0.01. 
photobleaching. As we gradually decreased the laser power during this experiment, the 
fluorescence intensity measured at a new power setting will be lower than expectation due to 
photobleaching, and results in a slope that is higher than the theoretical value. Conversely, 
when this experiment was conducted in the order of increasing laser power, we obtained slope 
values that are 10-20% lower than 2, which further supports this interpretation. 
3.8 Single mTFP1.0 detection inside stained sup-T1 cells 
Under our current conditions, the 830 nm CW laser can excite TPF of EGFP that was detectable 
at single-molecule level inside a mammalian cell. However, the optimal wavelength of TPF 
excitation for GFP is 900 nm instead of 830 nm [38]. Although the current tapered amplifier 
diode laser has wavelength-tuning ability, it has a very limited range (810 – 845 nm) and 
therefore is not possible to work at 900 nm and thus limits the S/N of the detection. One 
potential solution to this problem is to use a variant of GFP that can be optimally excited at 830 
nm. mTFP1.0 is such a FP that was derived from cyan fluorescent proteins through in vitro 
evolution [39]. Its two-photon cross section is about twofold higher than that of EGFP at 830 
nm [36], and thus we expect this FP would give a higher S/N for single-molecule detection 
using 830 nm CW laser. To directly test this, we produced fluorescent sup-T1 cells that were 
stained with purified mTFP1.0 proteins (Allele Biotechnology, San Diego, CA), and conducted 
single-molecule imaging within sup-T1 cells under identical instrument conditions as those for 
EGFP. Figure 9(a) shows the representative traces of single mTFP1.0 photobleaching inside 
sup-T1 cells. By quantitating these fluorescence trajectories, we plotted the single-molecule 
TPF intensity distribution (Fig. 9(b), results from 189 traces), which shows a major peak 
centered at 111.9 ± 2.3. This intensity value is ~2 fold higher than that of a single EGFP 
molecule under identical conditions. Using a quantum yield of 0.84 for mTFP1.0 [36], the 
two-photon cross section we calculated for mTFP at 830 nm is 37.8 GM, which compared well 
with the recent report of ~37.0 GM by Drobizhev et al. [36]. Moreover, noise in single mTFP1.0 
fluorescence trajectory is ~15 (average from 20 traces), so S/N is ~7.4 for single mTFP1.0 
fluorescence, which is ~2 fold higher than that of EGFP. Figure 9(c) shows the distribution of 
the mTFP1.0 fluorescence on-time before photobleaching. Nonlinear least squares analysis 
shows that the data was best described by single exponential decay, with a time constant of 5.2 
± 0.4 s. This result suggests that the time to photobleaching for individual mTFP1.0 molecules 
was dominated by a single rate-limiting event, which is qualitatively consistent with that of 
EGFP. However, the rate of photobleaching is almost 10 fold faster than that of EGFP. Under 
one-photon excitation, the photostability of mTFP1 is 37% lower than that of EGFP [39].  The 
almost 10 fold difference in photobleaching rate as we observed here for two-photon excitation 
suggests that the mechanisms of photobleaching might be very different under two-photon  
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Fig. 9. (a) Time courses of single-molecule fluorescence of mTFP1.0 inside supT-1  cells. 
Experimental traces are shown together with corresponding traces simulated with a 
custom-written Matlab program. Traces are arbitrarily shifted along y axis for clarity of display. 
(b) Histogram of fluorescence intensity (bin size of 15 a.u.). The black curve is fitted by a 
Gaussian function. (c) Histogram of fluorescence on-time before photobleaching (bin size of 3 
s). The black curve is fitted by a single exponential decay. 
excitation conditions. Future research is needed to elucidate the possible mechanisms of this 
difference. 
4. Conclusion 
In this communication, we demonstrate that TPF can be used to detect single FP molecules 
inside mammalian cells, which adds TPF to the growing list of techniques that can resolve 
single-molecule fluorescence in the context of mammalian cells. The low autofluorescence 
background of a eukaryotic cell under two-photon excitation, and the bright TPF fluorescence 
signal from individual FP, together make it possible to image and quantitate eukaryotic cells at 
single-molecule level. Due to the intrinsic 3D resolution of TPF [9] and deep sample 
penetration [20,23], this imaging method is not limited to the surface of the cell, but can image 
proteins that are deep inside the cell. This technique has the huge potential to determine the 
stoichiometry of proteins that are located in the intracellular membranes. Stepwise 
photobleaching of single fluorescent molecules has become increasingly used to measure 
stoichiometry of membrane proteins in live cells [12–16]. The fluorescence intensity of a 
protein complex with one or more GFP labels drops in a stepwise fashion, and the number of 
steps reveals number of GFP tags and thus the stoichiometry of the complex. However, current 
technique relies on TIRF excitation to reduce background and resolve fluorescence at 
single-molecule level. It works for membrane proteins in the plasma membrane, as cells can be 
grown on poly-lysine coated coverslip and excitation is limited to the contact region between 
plasma membrane and the coverslip [15]. However, it will not work for proteins that reside in 
the intracellular membranes due to the limited penetration depth. In contrast, the ability of TPF 
to resolve single molecules inside mammalian cells makes this technique uniquely suited for 
stoichiometry measurement deep inside a cell beyond several microns, which is not feasible 
using TIRF. Lastly, ultrafast laser is typically used in TPF for biological applications. 
Compared to ultrafast lasers, several limitations exist for current approach: (1) although the 
current tapered amplifier diode laser has wavelength-tuning ability, it has a very limited range 
(810–845 nm) and therefore not as convenient as ultrafast lasers; and (2) CW laser is not 
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two-photon absorption rate and the same image brightness, 187-fold higher power is required 
for a CW laser than a typical pulsed laser (200 fs pulse width, 80 MHz repetition rate) [40]. This 
means that the sample needs to be compatible with a high laser power, or the kinetics of the 
process to be studied has to be slow so that one can use a long exposure time to reach decent 
image brightness. These drawbacks may limit the application of current approach to biological 
questions. However, the CW laser is cost-effective, usually takes a smaller footprint, and could 
thus be a great alternative when pulsed laser is not readily available. 
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